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Abstract
© 2017 O. V. Kiyaeva and R. Y. Zhuchkov Two multiple stars — the quadruple star Bootis (ADS
9173) and the triple star T Taury were investigated. The visual double star Bootis was studied on
the basis of the Pulkovo 26-inch refractor observations 1982-2013. An invisible satellite of the
component A was discovered due to long-term uniform series of observations. Its orbital period
is 20 2 years. The known invisible satellite of the component B with near 5 years period was
confirmed  due  to  high  precision  CCD  observations.  The  astrometric  orbits  of  the  both
components were calculated. The orbits of inner and outer pairs of the pre-main sequence
binary T Taury were calculated on the basis of high precision observations by the VLT and on
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